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ABSTRACT

Hydrodynamic models are becoming prevalent design tools for small scale devices and other

devices in which high energy effects can dominate transport. Most current hydrodynamic models use

a parabolic band approximation to obtain fairly simple conservation equations. Interest in accounting

for band structure effects in hydrodynamic device simulation has begun to grow since parabolic

models can not fully describe the transport in state of the art devices due to the dis_bution populating

non.parabolic states within the band. This paper presents two different non-parabolic formulations of

the hydrodynamic model suitable for the simulation of inhomogenenus semiconductor devices. The

first formulation uses the Kane dispersion relationship (qhk)=/2m - W(I + aW). The second

formulation makes use of a power law {0_k)=/2m - xW y} for the dispersion relation. Hydrodynamic

models which use the first formulation rely on the binomial expansion to obtain moment equations

with closed form coefficients. This limits the energy nmge over which the model is valid. The power

law formulation readily produces closed form coeflicients similar to those obtained using the parabolic

band approximation. However, the fitting parameters (x,y) are only valid over • limited energy range.

The physical significance of the band non-parabolicity is discussed as well as the

sdvantages_disadvantages and approximations of the two non-parabolic models. A companion paper

describes device simulations based on the throe dispersion relationships; parabolic, Kane dispersion,
¢

and power law dispersion.
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Carrier Energy
Planck's constant divided by 2n

Reciprocal lattice vector
Non-parabolicity factor under the Kane dispersion relation, positional depe=dent

Carrier mass st the band edge, a constant but positional dependent

Adjustable parameters for the power law dispersion relation, both positional dependent

Density of states in momentum space
Conduction band edge

Electron quasi-fermi Icvcl
Bolt,_n ann's constant

Electron temperature
Fermi integral of various order

Fermi integral divided by Gamma function
Gamma function

Effective density of states

Rcduccd energy {(E,.-E_CKT,)}

Semiconductor band sap

Gradient operator in physical space

Gradient operator in k space

Group velocity
Distributionfunction

Equilibriumdistributionfunction

Relaxationtime

Conductionband potentials(electrostatic,affinity,and band gap narrowing)

Electronconcentration

Identitymatrix

T - I÷2aW T- I÷sW
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INTRODUCTION

Tbc use of hydrodynamic models for device simulation are beeoming common as

characteristic device dimensions continue to decrease. Hot electron cffeets can play • dominant role

in carrier transport for high mobility semiconductors. Current hydrodynamic models consist of s set

of conservation equations derived by taking moments of the Boltnnann transport equation (BTE).

During the derivation of the conservation equations the parabolic band approximation is used to obtain

r_her simple coefficients on the forcing terms in the fiux equations. By relying on the parabolic band

approximation higher order energy transport effects due to variation in the band structure are

neglected. Interest in accounting for band structure effects in hydrodynamic device simulation has

begun to grow because parabolic models can not adequately account for high energy effects in

semiconductors with non-parabolic band structures. Non-parabolic band formulations have a history

dating back to the 1950's [1-3]. However drift-diffusion models and more specifically hydrodynamic

simulators with non-parabolic band formulations arc a very recent topic of research.

Several non-parabolic hydrodynamic models have been reported for homogeneous material

systems [4-7] using the Kane dispersion relationship 13]. The general _nctional form obtained is

similar to parabolic hydrodynamic models with fwst order corrections on the diffusion term. Acofl" [$]

derived a hydrodynamic model suitable for degenerate heterostructure semiconductors though the final

form of the equations was not directly amenable to current device simulation codes. However, Azofr

clearly showed that a forcing term due to a gradient in the non-parabolicity factor exists. Woolard at.

-1. [9] presented a non-parabolic hydrodynamic model based on moments of the velocity and energy

(u, W(k)) instead of the momentum and momentum squared Chk, _,_k2). This leads to • simpler energy

conservation equation. However, the non-parabolic coefficient in the field term and the forcing terms

due to non-uniform band structure were neglected in the other moment equations. Cassi and Riccb

[10] introduced an alternative to the Kane relation in the form of s power law for the dispersion



reletionship. Instead of using the classical Kane dispersion law relating the mergy and momentum,

the band was fit over s specified energy range using two adjustablc parameters. The approximations

md assumptions implied by assuming the power law formulation were absent. It will be shown below

that the power law formulation of the dispersion relation leads to a more simplistic and compact

formulation than the classical Kant expression.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce two non-parabolic bydrodyasmic formulations

suitable for the simulation of devices with inhomogeneous material layers. The final form of the

conservation equations will be in a form which will allow incorporation into existing device simulation

codes, similar to the parabolic formulation. These different formulations are based on different

choices for the dispersion relationsl_ip, one uses the standard Kane dispersion for non-parabolic bands

and the second uses a power law relationship [10]. For comparison the parabolic hydrodynamic

formulation will also be presented. The form of the conservation equatioas are strongly affected by

the non-parabolicity factor of the bands, the choice of the dispersion relationship, and the assumptions

made to simplify the coefficients. As in the case of the parabolic formulation, both non-parabolic

formulations require estimates of higher order moments to provide mathematical closure of the

relationships. It will bc shown that more physical insight can bc obtained by examining the terms

from the power law formulation due to their similarity to the parabolic formulation. The power law is

advantageous in that the terms of the conservation equations arc the same as in the parabolic

formulation, except for a simple multiplicative constant when Boitzmann statistics are employed.

Dispersion Relations and Cmvler Concentration

The two non.parabolic dispersion relations relating the energy to the momentum are
,p

w(l..w)-
2m

zw, - O)
2m
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Wbcrc Ix is the non-parabolicity factor in the Kane dispersion relation. This parameter is usually

calculated from It kep perturbation approach to the band structure. The ct factor can also be estimated

in terms of known parameters of the semiconductor [10]. The second non-parabolic dispersion relation is the

power law formulation of Cassi and giccb [10] wbicb is not a first order approach to the band structure as

compared to the Kane dispersion relation. Instead, the parameters x and y are obtained by • best fit to

equation (In) over • specified energy range. In gcference [10] this energy nmge was (1.5 eV, 3.0 eV) and

the authors produced a very good fit for a - 0.4789, determined by infes_-nce from x and y and is reproduced

in Figure 1. The formulae for the carrier concentration using these two dispersion relations and assuming

Fermi-Dirac statistics are (the binomial expansion has been employed for equation (2a))

In the case of the Kane dispersion the non-parabolicity is a perturbation to the parabolic model

regardless of the fact that Fcrmi-Dirac statistics were used in the derivation instead of Boltzmenn

statistics. In thc power law case, unlike the ¢xformulation, the carrier concentration will only differ

from the parabolic by a multiplicative constant if Boltzmann statistics are assumed.

Within the hydrodynamic simulation of a device the carrier concentration is calculated by

directly solving the continuity equations. Inspection of equations (2,,) and (2b) shows that the

concentration in both cases is a function of the reduced energy, 111. The determination of lq at each

position is crucial to the successful simulation of • device since most of the factors within the

transport equations i.e. number of ionized dopants, Sbocklcy-Kcad-Hall recombination etc., are

functions of 11as well. Therefore, from the knowledge of the carrier concentration at any specific
+

position the reduced energy, '_, is calculated by suitably inverting equations (2a) and (2b). With these

facts in mind it is illustrative to compare the non-parabolic formulations for the carrier concentration
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to the parabolic formulation at various reduced energy values. Figure 2 displays the deviation flora

the parabolic formulation for a - 0.4789, x - 1.365, and y - 1.52 [10]. The case of the full Kane

dispersion relation before binomial expansion is also $iven in Figure 2 and shows that the binomial

expansion is justified for this case of the non-parabolicity parameter, the two curves are almost

identical throughout the entire reduced energy range. Notice also that the deviation of the alpha
/

nonparabolicity formulations is at most 5% from the parabolic case until the reduced cncssy exceeds

zero, when the difference in the orders of the Fermi integral is larger. However, in the case of the

power law fit at high energy, the deviation from the parabolic case is more than S2% and more than

87% from the OCformulation. To explain this large difference the plots of the dispersion relations must

be re-examined, Figure 1. At the high energy part of the curve the power law and ot formulations

have nearly identical dispersion relations. The insert in Figure 1 shows the low energy range and

shows the maximum deviation of the two curves. "I'bough there is a greater deviation between the two

curves at lower energy than at high energy, the maximum difference between the two curves is

insufi%ient by itscl£ to fully account for the large difference in the carrier concentrations. However,

carrier concentration depends upon both the density of states and the distribution function. Since the

distribution function weights more heavily to lower energy states, • mismatch at low energy is

strongly reflected in the product of the distribution function times the density of states and

subsequently the carrier concentration. Therefore, in order to obtain a matched value of the carrier

concentration, it is cr/tical to have a closer fit to the low energy range of the band. For comparison,

a low energy, fit was made using a different set off0r x and y, x - 1.185 and y - 1.052. These values

of x and y were determined by fitting the power law dispersion relation over the low energy range

(0.0 eV < W S 0.2 eV). As can be seen from the inset of Figure 1, the dispersion relations match

very closely at low •acriD' but deviate significantly at higher energy. Figure 2 also shows the

calculated carrier concenmstlons/'or various reduced energy values using the low energy power law fit
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factors.Comparedto thepowerlawfit to the high energy range, using the power law fit to the low

energy range of"the band produces concentration.values which closely match those obtained using the

a formulation.

m

Particle Flus Equations

The general flux (O - v.) conservmion equation is determined by taking moments of the BTE

__. __]] .._. 3otv,_t)) --(,'-/.)

Notice that the third, fourth and fifth terms on the lef_ hand side are tensor products. The factor of 3

in the fd_ term is due to the order of parenthesis in the original moment equation. This moment

equation can not be processed further until some functional form of the effective'mass is assumed,

which depends on the choice of the dispersion relation. Using the parabolic dispersion and the two

dispersion relations in equation (I), the resulting flux equations are (positional subscript on the

gradient operators has been removed)

v., . _.-_.,-.)

(3)

(4)

w* -1.-4"P

3 jT, j.: ( ..v. ) t..Yq •
{s)

S



(6)

of these equations must be integrated over all k space or equiv-lently over energy using the

density of states [15] Before the integration is performed one more assumption must be m|d=, that

the rclax_on time is indepm_dent of k or W. if the oousUmt _lax_ion lime assumption is not m-de

then the energy dependence of the relaxation time must be moved through the gr-dient operator on the

second term in each of equations (4-6) and a term accounting for the gradient ot"the relaxation time

must be re-created. Changing the integration from k spare to energy space, substituting for the

mobility, _-'r./m), and making V/o equal to zero gives the following integral equations

3dW-B(nv) • V& 2dW- p & 3dW. pVeeg -err
at

1
4 '_ tI ,pf

(8)

+ +*w 4 .,..w++
_y m,

yS

To produce closed form solutions for the integrals in equation (8) the binomial expansion is used

(9)
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repeatedly and all terms of order oe or higher are set to zero, to finally become

(10)

Tbe only term in the power law flux equation (equation (9)) which will require an expansion is the Vy

term due to the ln07_/) factor in the integrand. The expansion may only bc required for certain choices

of the disU'ibution, but to maintain generality it is applied for all dis_butions. A parabolic

interpolation, using the points 0, 0.5, and 1, to the part of the equation containing the log term is

f,[w . 4(o w)aw
(11)

With the •hove substitution the power law flux equation can be written as

+ p_V+¢ -1 :dW- -av

(12)

The approximation int equation (I 1) tends to degrade as y increases. However, this forcing term will

not appear in simulations of homogeneous materials. In the case of inhomogeneous materials systems

this term may be quite small as y has only • limited range, (1 < y • 2).

One of the goals of this paper is to derive • hydrodynamic model suitable for fast efl3cient

simulation of state of the art devices. As previously stated the parabolic model is inedcquatc for
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certain material systems due to the fact that their band structures deviate dramatically from a parabolic

shape at high energies. In these situations, a non-pm'abolic band structure provides a more accurate

description. As discussed above, the full a formulation captures the desired physics, but is

u_a'active because the coefficients within the transport equations need to be numeric411y evalumed.

In contrast, the binomial a formulation and the power law formulation provide closed form

expressions for the transport coefficients. However, the question remains m to their ability to displwj

the proper trends; bow closely do the coefficients match the full a formulation? We will show that

the binomial ct formulation has a limited energy sad non.parabolicity range due to the binomial

approximation. Non-physical results will be obtained if the formulation is extended into regions

outside the binomial limit. The power law does not produce non-physical results but more closely

snatches the parabolic formulation when fit to the low energy part of the band.

The coefficients on similar forcing terms in the various formulations can now be compared to

examine the impact of the non-parabolicity factor and approximations made during the derivation.

The comparison is done at this time to avoid any confusion from assuming a distribution function.

Table I lists the forcing terms which are compared and the terms within the intcgrands involved.

Table II contains the values of the non-parsholicity factors at which these factors sue compared, this

includes values of a from 0.04 to 4.0 and appropriate (x,y) values fit to these a values over two

difl'crent energy ranges (0.0, 0.2) and (1.5, 3.0). Figure 3 shows the prcfactor for the diffusion term

from all the flux equations; Figure 3a is for slightly non-parabolic broads (a - 0.04); 3b is for the

non-parabolicity in reference [10] (a = 0.4759), and 3c is for a highly n0n-pm'sbolic band (a = 4.0).

Figures 4 a-c and 5 a-c display the prcfactors on the forcing terms from changes in the effective mass

and the field for the three degrees of non-paraboli¢ity. For all three forcing terms st the lowest values

of non-parabolicity (Figures 3a, 4a, 5a) the prefactors compm_ favorably with the parabolic

formulation. For the diffusion term (Figures 3a..c) as the non-parabolicity factor increases the two



cascs of the power law formulation match very closely to the full a formulation. On the other hand

the ot formulation that utilizes the binomial expansion is very different, especially at the highest value

of non-parabolicity considered. From Figure 3c it is clear that the binomial a formulation is clearly

incorrect if the energy exceeds 0.5 eV. Even before this point the diffusion will be underestimm_d.

In the case of the mass term, Figure 4, the power law formulation which is fit over the low eaergy

nmge is much closer to the parabolic case, as expected due to the small change in the fitting

parameters f_m their parabolic values. However, the power law with the pm-mneters fit over a larger

energy range more closely matches the full a formulation. As in the case of the diffusion term, the

binomial a formulation severely underestimates the effect of this forcing term especially as the non-

parabolicity is increased, and is limited to energies less than 0.1 eV for a - 4.0. The coefl3cients for

the field term, Figure 5, follow the same conclusions as for the mass term. From these figures it is

clear that the binomial a formulation has a very limited energy range of validity as the non-

parabolicity factor is increased. Using this formulation at higbcr energies or high non-parabolicity

factors can give un-physical results duc to the prefactors changing sign. On the other band, the power

law formulation with parameters fit over a small energy range will tend to produce results which more

closely match the parabolic band model. It will not produce un-physical trends and does appear to

have a larger range of validity for both energy and non-parabolicity factors. Tbe case of the power

law with parameters fit over a large energy range more closely matches the full a formulation in terms

of the forcing coe_cients. However, due to the problems previously described for the calcul_on of

the carrier concentration this advantage may be immaterial.

Table I can also be used to gain some physical insights into transport in the non-parabolic

band seructures, especially using the power law formulation. First notice that as the non-parabolicity
e

factor is decreased (a-40, x---_l, y-tl) all the coe_cicnts reduce to the parabolic case indicating that

all three formulations arc equivalent in this respect. As the non-parabolicity factor and energy
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incruases the binomial cz formulation ran actually predict • change in the sign of • forcing term. In

the full a formulation the sign on the forcing terms does not change but it is unclear as to how the

term do_.4tses. In the case of the power law, when the parameter y equals 2 it is obvious that the

field term wi]! be_.ome identically z_'ro. The only terms which will be non-zero in the flux equation

will be the diffusion, gradient in mass, and gradient in the non-parabolicity terms. This can be

explained with the use of the power law energy equation (equation (lb)} and the group velocity

equation. When y equals 2 there is • linear relationship between the momentum and energy, the

bands arc V shaped. The group velocity is proportional to the gradient of the energy with respect to

k, wbich for the case of y equals 2 means that the group velocity is • constant. Therefore, no matter

bow much force is applied to the electron by external fosces the velocity is not increased. The only

factors which can produce current arc gradients which can change this fixed velocity; i.e. changes in

mass or non-parabolicity factor, or changes in the number of carriers moving at this fixed velocity,

diffusion. Therefore, non-parabolic formulations which do not include coefficients to diminish the

field term as the non-parabolicity increases overestimate the flux.

At this point in the derivation • recursion relation must be formulated, • distribution function

assumed, or some other mathematical method {Minimum-Maximum theorem} must be used to provide

mathematical closure for equations (7), (10), and (12). Since, a goal of this paper is the formulation

of models suitable for the numerical simulation of devices the first two options arc explored [16]. A

recursion relation would allow moments of higher order to be approximated by lower order moments,

the lower orders arc calculated from the conservation equations. This option does not require that •

specific form of the distribution function be used, unless the recursion relations me based on • specific

distribution. However, in the case of non-parabolic bands the standard recursion relations may no

longer bc applicable [9]. Therefore, this option was not pursued. The other option, and the one

chosen for this work, is to assume a specific form for the distribution function, higher moments can

10



then be calculated based on the known distribution function. Some of the choices for the distribution

function include heated Maxwellian, shifted and beat_ Maxwellian, beatod Fermi-Dirac, or shifted

and heated Fermi-Dirac. Since the Mexwellian disUibufions can be recovered by relaxing the

degeneracy, the Fermi-Dirac distributions were the only ones considered for this work.

In the non-parabolic formulation • simple relation between meq_y and velocity will not exist

due to the change in the density of"states. Also higber order powers of"the anerlW arc required to

close the relationships in the a formulation, this will require cross product terms involvins the

temperature and thc vciocity. In addition, the power law formulation has non-integer powm of"the

energy which will be very difficult to evaluate for the shifted and boated distributions. Due to these

conditions and the fact that all the formulations break down as the energy rises, the beat_ Fermi-

Dirac distribution was used to close the relationships. Tbc flux equation in the binomial ot formulation

is

I _..,_mo_=,.+,._.1 l,.-_,_,._.1
-+-+----+--+l+.+,l+' +j+..

i_,',jr ,-_=x_.]_ + "- -ll
t_'i' %t 2 )J

-_ t + _ i- '__-1_+'-1"1- ; =+'J_.
i +

,,,+,,+,..p,o_ _,#,I- o
The flux equation in the power law formulation becomes

(13)
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(14)

The reader can verify that as the non-parabolicity factors are diminished, (ct-_O, x,y-41), the two non-

parabolic formulations reduce to the standard parabolic case. The equations also reduce to simpler

forms when the degeneracy efl'ccts arc ignored (all orders of Fermi integral rr,duce to exponentials).

The flux equations can be discrctized using normal techniques to produce comparable simulation

codes under various assumptions [17].

Energy Flux Equations

For the energy flux equation (0 - Wv,) the general conservation equ_on is

° • rw_O _)• -,

-/v. _ - ._....__ws. _. :'w_v,<_)), w_,-'v_')

(IS)

L1



Notice that the fourth through seventh terms on the left band sid© src tensor products. As in the case

of the pm'ticle flux moment the energy flux moment e,qu_ion can Dot Jl_ proc_llod _lilqhOr until some

functional form of the effoctivc mus is usumcd. By making similm" assumptions, substitutions, sod

_proximations (binomial expansion, Fcrmi-Dksc ststistics, oquipartition of zocrlly ...} the _erl_ flux

_lu_ons for the three dispersion rcl_ionships booome

(17)
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First, equation (16) corrects s sign error on the order of a Fermi integral which occurred in an earlier

publication [17]• Again, the reader can verify that the non-parabolic formulations reduce to the

parabolic case as the non.parabolicity factors are decreased. As in the case of the particle flux

equations the energy flux equations can be discretized using normal techniques [17].

CONCLUSIONS

Two formulations of the hydrodynamic model have been presented for the iimu|gion of non-

parabolic inhomogencous material sy.stems, the standard Kane formulation and the power law

formulation of Cassi and Rico6. Both forms reduce to the parabolic hydrodynamic model as the non-

parabolicity factors arc diminished. The forcing terms in the particle and energy flux equations due to

4t4



variationsin thenon-parabolicityfactorsof thebandsassuggested by Azoff hnve been _ in

both non-parabolic formulations. It was shown that the binomial a formulation is suitable for the

calculation of the carrier concenU'ation but has a limited energy and non-perabolicity range when

applied to the coefficients of the flux equations. Extending the binomial a formulation past these

limits leads to non-physical terms in both the particle and energy flux equations. In the case of the

power law formulation it was shown that when the adjustable parameters were fit to the high energy

range the deviation in the carrier concentration from both the parabolic and a cases was extreme.

When fit to the lower energy range the power law produced carrier concentrations comparable to the a

formulations. The energy and non-parabolicity range of the power law formulation for the particle

and energy flux equations is larger than the binomial a formulation, but it is still limited by the

adjustable parameters. However, unlike the binomial a formulation the power law will not lead to

physically unrealistic results, but will tend to more closely match the parabolic formulation when the

adjustable parameters arc fit over the low energy portion of the band. It is shown and argued using

the power law formulation and a high non-parabolicity factor (y ,, 2) that a dampening factor must

exist on the field term in the particle flux equation to account for the non-parabolicity of the bands in

both non-parabolic formulations. Particle flux and energy flux equations using a bested Fermi-Dirac

distribution function arc also presented, to allow for incorporation into existing device simulators.
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TableI.
compared.

Terms(prefactors)within the integrands of the forcing coefficients which are graphically

Formulation

parabolic

a formulation

a with

binomial

expansion
used

Equation
Number

(7)

(s)

(10)

(12)power law

Diffusion Term Mass Term Vm

w"

(W(I*z W))_
(l*2zW)

Y

{WII * a W))z(I "4 a W)

(l*2zW)'

-y]w s
Sy*

Field Term Vf..

w

(l*2zW) 2

I •
• z2_-_W _

7

Table II. Values of the non-parabolicity factors which arc compared. This includes (x values from

0.04 to 4.0 and (xb') values fit to these c( values over two different energy ranges (0.0, 0.2) and (1.5,

3.0).

Case

b

C

0.04

0.4789

4.0

x, y (0.0, 02}

1.0148, 1.0045

1.185,1.052

2.975,1 ..t22

x, y {1.s, 3.o}

1.0207, 1.0827

1.365, 1.52

4.11233, 1.901
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FigureCaptions

Figure1. Dispersionrelations for the Kane model (solid line, oc - 0.4789), the power law formulation

(dashed line, x-1.365, y - 1.52 fit over bigb energy, 1.5 • W • 3.0 eV) and the power law
formulation (dotted line, x-1.185, y - 1.052 fit over low energy, 0.0 _ W < 0.2 cV). The insert

shows the detail of the low energy range.

Figure 2. Deviation, from tbe parabolic case, of the carrier concentration as a function of' the reduced

energy for the full a formulation (solid line, oc - 0.4789), binomial oc (dotted), power law fit st high

energy (dashed, x-1.365, y=1.$2), and power law fit at low energy (dashed, x-1.185, y=1.052)

dispersion relations as a function of the reduc_ energy (11) at 1",-300 K.

Fisure 3. Comparison of the integrand cocfl%ients (prefactors) occurring on the diffusion term of"the

particle flux formulations. See Table I and II for the exact form of the equations and degrees of non-

parabolicity considered.

Figure 4. Comparison of the intcgrand coefl'icicnts (prefactors) occurring on the gradient of the
effective mass term ofthe particle flux formulations. See Table I and II for the exact form of'the

equations and degrees of non.parabolicity considered.

Figure 5. Comparison of the integrand coefficients (prefactors) occurring on the gradient of the
potential term occurring in the particle flux formulations. See Table I and II for the exact form of

the equations and degrees of non-parabolicity considered.
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